
H Y B R I D  C O L L A B O R A T I O N

EMBRACE 
AND 
EXPLORE 

Fit for hybrid in
two workshops ©NEOFAKTUR 



strengthening innovation in your
team
driving projects with enhanced
focus on outcome
furthering each individual's
implementation skills

In this interactive workshop we will look
at dynamic team collaboration and
methods for greater effectiveness and
more outcome. 

Goals: 

Duration: 3 hours online 

HYBRID COLLABORATION
REQUIRES A SPECIFIC MINDSET
SO THAT TEAMS CAN WORK
TOGETHER EFFECTIVELY.

MODULE 1:
EMBRACE



MODULE 2:
EXPLORE

HYBRID COLLABORATION
REQUIRES MATCHING
TOOLS AND SKILLS.

testing tools using real examples from
your work
deep dive: which tool to use for what?
broadening individual digital skills

In this workshop you will familiarize
yourselves with collaboration tools -
virtual whiteboards and mindmaps,
communication tools, project
management tools, virtual facilitating etc.

Goals: 

Duration: 3 hours online 



These workshops are a mixture of both knowledge transfer and
experimenting with various collaboration tools. After familiarizing
themselves with tools for hybrid collaboration, your team will test their
suitability for everyday use. Your team will be ready for putting everything 
to use in their everyday work.

THE WORKSHOP
EFFECT.



Elisabeth Fischer has many years of international corporate
and consulting experience. She has earned a reputation as a
creative and motivating implementer. Her projects range from
supporting innovation initiatives, introduction of New Work to
coaching cross-functional teams. Elisabeth gives great
importance to successful forms of collaboration. As an agile
coach and expert in hybrid work and leadership, she supports
managers and their teams in mastering current challenges in
the working world.

WWW.NEOFAKTUR.COM

Kathrin Mann is an experienced consultant, entrepreneur and
executive coach. As a consultant, she is familiar with the start-up
& corporate environment and offers methodical knowhow and
the toolkit that is needed for sustainable implementation and
change. As an entrepreneur, Kathrin knows what it means to
assert oneself as a woman in business. As an executive coach,
she supports managers in communicating clearly, asserting
themselves authentically and radiating self-confidence -
especially when it comes to female empowerment.

Hybrid Expert
and Consultant
 
elisabeth.fischer@neofaktur.com

ELISABETH FISCHER
Communication Expert 
and Consultant
 
kathrin.mann@neofaktur.com

KATHRIN MANN

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kathrin-mann/

